Abstract. We calculate the volumes of the hyperbolic twist knot cone-manifolds using Schläfli formula. Even though general ideas for calculating the volumes of cone-manifolds are around, since there is no concrete calculation written, we present here the concrete calculations. We express the length of the singular locus in terms of the distance between the two axes fixed by two generators. In this way the calculation becomes simpler than using the singular locus directly. The volumes of the hyperbolic twist knot cone-manifolds simpler than Stevedore's knot are known. We extend Mednykh's Methods. As an application, we give the volumes of the cyclic coverings over the hyperbolic twist knots.
Introduction
Thurston [18, Chapter 5] showed that a holonomy representation h ∞ of the group of a knot K into P SL(2, C) can be deformed a little bit to give a one parameter family {h α } of representations and to give a corresponding one-parameter family {C α } of singular complete hyperbolic manifolds, the hyperbolic cone-manifolds of a knot K. Let m be a meridian of K. A deformed holonomy representation h α acts on H 3 and Kojima [9] showed further that C α is totally determined by the action of h α (m) which is a rotation of angle α around the fixed axis of h α . A point on K of the cone-manifold corresponding to h α is in the core of a neighborhood isometric to a cylinder made of an angle α wedge by identifying the two boundaries. The α is called a cone-angle along K. A point off K has a neighborhood isometric to a neighborhood in H 3 . We consider the complete hyperbolic structure on the knot complement as the cone-manifold structure of cone-angle zero.
As we mentioned, if we increase the cone-angle from zero and if we keep the angle small, we get a one parameter family of hyperbolic cone-manifolds. Similarly, for a link K having n components, we can get a n-parameter family of hyperbolic conemanifolds of a link K. In particular, for two-bridge hyperbolic link, there exists an angle α 0 ∈ [ 2π 3 , π) for each link K such that K is hyperbolic for α ∈ (0, α 0 ), Euclidean for α = α 0 , and spherical for α ∈ (α 0 , π] [16, 6, 9, 17] .
Explicit volume formulae for hyperbolic cone-manifolds of knots and links are known only for a few cases. The volume formulae for hyperbolic cone-manifolds of the knot 4 1 [6, 9, 10, 13] , the knot 5 2 [11] , the link 5 2 1 [14] , the link 6 2 2 [15] , and the link 6 2 3 [2] have been calculated. In [7] a method of calculating the volumes of two-bridge knot cone-manifolds were introduced but without explicit formulae.
The main purpose of the paper is to find the explicit and efficient volume formulae for hyperbolic twist knot cone-manifolds. The following theorem gives the formulae. Theorem 1.1. Let T 2n be a hyperbolic twist knot. Let T 2n (α), 0 ≤ α < α 0 be a hyperbolic cone-manifold of T 2n of cone-angle α. Then the volume of T 2n (α) is given by the following formula
where for A = cot α 2 , V with Im(V ) ≥ 0 is a zero of the complex distance polynomial P 2n = P 2n (V, B) which is given recursively by
where B = cos α 2 .
Twist knots
K is a twist knot if K has a regular two-dimensional projection of the form in figure 1 . For example, the figure 2 is knot 6 1 . K has 2 right-handed horizontal crossings and n right-handed vertical crossings. We will denote it by T m . Note that T m and its mirror image have the same fundametal group and hence have the same fundamental domain upto isometry in H 3 . It follows that T m (α) and its mirror image have the same fundamental set upto isometry in H 3 and have the same volume. So, we will make no distinction between T m and its mirror image because we are calculating volumes. Since the mirror image of T m is equivalent to T −m−1 , when m is odd we will think T −m−1 as T m . Hence a twist knot can be represented by T 2n for some integer n.
In [8] , the fundamental group of T 2n is calculated with 2 left-handed horizontal crossings as positive crossings instead of two right-handed horizontal crossings. The following theorem is tailored to our purpose. Theorem 2.1.
where w = (ts
. the complex distance polynomial and A-polynomial Let T be a twist knot and R = Hom(π 1 T, SL(2, C)). Given a set of generators, s, t, of the fundamental group for π 1 T , we define a set R(π 1 T ) ⊂ SL(2, C) 2 ⊂ C 8 to be the set of all points (η(s), η(t)), where η is a representaion of π 1 T into SL(2, C). Since the defining relations of π 1 T give the defining equations of R(π 1 T ), R(π 1 T ) is an affine algebraic set in C 8 . R(π 1 T ) is well-defined up to isomorphisms which arise from changing the set of generators. We say elements in R which differ by conjugations in SL(2, C) are equivalent.
We use two coordinates to give the structure of the affine algebraic set to R(π 1 T ). Equivalently, for some O ∈ SL(2, C), we consider both η and η = O −1 ηO: For the complex distance polynomial, we use for the coordinates
and for the A-polynomial,
3.1. the complex distance polynomial. Since we are interested in the excellent component (the geometric component), in this subsection we set M = e iα 2 . Given the fundamental group of a twist knot
. Then the trace of S and the trace of T are both 2 cos α 2 . Let ρ be the distance between the axes of S and T and W = η(w).
Lemma 3.1. For c ∈ SL(2, C) which satisfies cS = T −1 c and c 2 = −I,
Proof.
From the structure of the algebraic set of R(π 1 T ) with coordinates η(s) and η(t) we have the defining equation of R(π 1 T ). By plugging in e , V = cosh ρ is a root of the following complex distance polynomial P 2n = P 2n (V, B) which is given recursively by
We have
, and let
gives the complex distance polynomial where the third equality comes from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. We used Mathematica for the calculations.
3.2.
A-polynomial. Define R U to be a subset of R = Hom(π 1 T, SL(2, C)) such that η (l) and η (s) are upper triangular. Since every representation can be conjugated into this form, any element of R can be represented by an element of R U . By adding equations stating that the bottom-left entry of the matrix corresponding to η (l) is zero (the bottom-left entry of the matrix η (s) is already zero), we have defining equations of R U and hence R U is an algebraic subset of R.
Define an eigenvalue map
given by taking the top-left entries of η (l) and η (s). The closure of the image ξ(C) of an algebraic component C of R U is an algebraic subset of C * × C * . If the image closure of C is a curve, there is a unique defining polynomial of this curve up to constant multiples. The A-polynomial of a knot T 2n is defined by the product of all defining polynomials of image curves of R U . The A-polynomial of a knot can be defined up to sign [1] . In [8, Theorem 1], Hoste and Shanahan presented the A-polynomial of the twist knots.
Pythagorean theorem
Let l = w * w if n ≥ 1 or l * = ww * if n < −1, where w * is the word obtained by reversing w. Then l and l * are longitudes which are null-homologus. Let L η = η(l) and L * η = η(l * ). If we let l t = lt and 
Proof. Since
Definition 4.2. A complex length of the longitude l or l * is a complex number γ α satisfying tr(η(l)) = tr(η(l * )) = 2 cosh γ α 2 .
Note that l α = |Re(γ α )| is a real length of the longitude of the cone-manifold T 2n (α).
We prepare and prove the Pythagorean theorem 4.3 for T 2n (α) with n ≥ 1. For n < −1, the same Pythagream theorem is obtained by replacing T and L T with S and L S .
By sending common fixed points of T and L η to 0 and ∞, we have
, and the following line matrices (Pythagorean Theorem) Let T 2n (α) be a hyperbolic cone-manifold and let ρ be the complex distance between the oriented axes S and T .
Proof. Suppose n ≥ 1. Hence,
4i sin ν sinh Λ which is equivalent to V sin ν(sin ν + i sinh Λ) = cos ν(cosh Λ − cos ν) .
By solving for V , we have 
which is equivalent to
Pythagorean theorem 4.3 gives the following theorem which relates the zeros of A 2n (L, M ) and the zeros of P 2n (V, B) for M = e 
Proof. With the same notation as in the proof of the theorem 4.3, If we solve the above equation,
for L, we have
5. Proof of the theorem 1.1
For n ≥ 1 and M = e , π) such that T 2n is hyperbolic for α ∈ (0, α 0 ), Euclidean for α = α 0 , and spherical for α ∈ (α 0 , π] [16, 6, 9, 17] . Denote by D(T 2n (α)) the discriminant of A 2n (L, e iα 2 ) and P 2n (V, cot α 2 ). Then α will be one of the zeros of D(T 2n (α)).
From the theorem 4.4, we have following equality,
Since we choose L with |L| ≥ 1, we may assume ImV ≤ 0 in this setting and ImV ≥ 0 for the fliped one. Using the schläfli formula, we calculate the volume of η(T 2n ) = η(T 2n (0)) for each componet with |L| ≥ 1 or ImV ≥ 0 and having one of the zeros of D(T 2n (α)) with α 0 ∈ [ 2π 3 , π) on it. The component which gives the maximal volume is the excellent component [3, 5] . On the geometric component we have the volume of a hyperbolic cone-manifold T 2n (α) for 0 ≤ α < α 0 :
where the first equality comes from the Schläfli formula, the second equality comes from the fact that l α = |Re(γ α )| is the real length of the longitude of T 2n (α), the third equality comes from the fact that log |L| = 0 for α 0 < α ≤ π by equation 1 since all the characters are real (the proof of proposition 6.4 of [17] ) for α 0 < α ≤ π, and α 0 ∈ [ 2π 3 , π) is a zero of the discriminant D(T 2n (α)). The fundamental set of the two-bridge link orbifolds are constructed in [12] .
volumes of the hyperbolic twist knot cone-manifolds and of its cyclic coverings
The table 1 gives the approximate volume of η(T 2n ) for each n between −9 and 9 except the unknot and the torus knot and for each componet with ImV ≥ 0 and having one of the zeros of D(T 2n (α)) with α 0 ∈ [ 2π 3 , π) on it. We used Simpson's rule for the approximation with 10 4 intervals from 0 to α 0 . In that way our approximate volume on the geometric component is the same as that of SnapPea up to four decimal points. The geometric volume is written one more time on the rightmost column.
The table 2 (resp. the table 3) gives the approximate volume of the hyperbolic twist knot cone-manifold, V T 2n ( 2π k ) for n between 1 and 9 (resp. for n between −9 and −2) and for k between 3 and 10, and of its cyclic covering, V (M k (T 2n )). We again used Simpson's rule for the approximation with 10 4 intervals from 2π k to α 0 . We used Mathematica for the calculations. Table 2 : Volume of the hyperbolic twist knot cone-manifold, V T 2n ( 2π k ) for n between 1 and 9 and for k between 1 and 10, and of its cyclic covering, Table 3 : Volume of the hyperbolic twist knot cone-manifold, V T 2n ( 2π k ) for n between −9 and −2 and for k between 1 and 10, and of its cyclic covering, V (M k (T 2n )). (T −4 ) 
